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By solving the coupled system of kinetic equations for interacting system of electrons positrons
(holes) and photons (phonons) at high external electric arbitrary magneic and at the propagation
of strong electromagnetic waves non-equilibnum and non stationary distribution function of
photons (phonons) and charge earners by taking into account of arbitrary heating and mutual
drag of carriers and photons (phonons) was found Author was sure that received him in 1976
distribution function of photons (phonons) must lay on the basis of Theoretical Physics of 21
Century as the equilibrium Planck's distribution function of black-body radiation received in
1900 lied on the basis of Quantum Physics of 20 Century Authors many years mental work
(from 1976 till today) confirmed the Tightness of searched him way and leads to the conclusion
that Kinetic Theory is more general and fundamental theory of nature, which unificated Non-
stationary Dynamics (the left hand side) with Non stationary Statistical Mechanics (the right
hand side) of Kinetic Equation It is shown that other sections of Theoretical Physics such as
Newtonian Hamiltonian and Relativistic Classical Mechanics Quantum Physics Optics
Statistical Mechanics and Thermodynamics Particle Physics may be received from Kinetic
Theory under the special conditions and are the special parts of this theory The problems such
as the irreversibility and instability the paradox of time, quantum paradox and others are solved
This new General Theory explaines all the problems and trubles contents with the foundations
and interpretation of quantum mechanics and relativity It was found the mechanism of
quantization and transition from one energetic level to another the sqeezed effect the transition
of particles wave packets through the energetic barriers It is shown the possibility of
superluminal motion of light pulces and wave packets through the medium and photonic
barriers It is well known that the experiments which shows the superluminal propagation of
light pulces publicated begming from 1965 and more actively from 1992 and to day there are a
lot of them As it was shown all the problems of todays physics theory connected with the
absence of external fields and internal structure of objects of motion as zeroth-sized material
point" or wave packet" moving as a whole As it was shown by author of investigation all the
problems can be liquidated only if the systems placed at high external electric and magnetic
fields by using of receiving general solution of coupled system of Kinetic equations of
interacting electrons positrons and photons at the conditions of high non-equilibnty and non-
stationanty of state Only external field can make the transfer of quadratic fluctuations near the
ground state considered by this theory which has the ossillation character to the drifted one If
exremal fields were high, ist leads to the quantization and to transition from one energetic level
to another At this conditions the drift velocity of coupled by the mutual drag earners and
photons u may be less, as well as more than the speed of light c It is shown that the effect of
difraction of electrons or other particles is the result of decay of its wave packets to the
spectrum at the transition through the chink or medium The problem of todays Particle Physics
connected with the so many number of elementary particles is the result of division of
fundamental particles initial wave packets amplified till high energies to the spectrum at the
collisions Resives the mechanism of dressing of charge carriers by photons using in Quantum
field theory It is solved the problem of quantization of gravitation force or field and shown that
the fundamental interaction in Nature is the Gravitational one All the other interactions are the
its manifestation in different stationary levels Espesially it is shown that the electromagnetic
interaction is the first exitation state of gravitational one
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